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FLIGHT
BRIEFING
EDITORIAL
Well, we’ve had the Village Picnic and we’ve had the Annual BBQ. What’s next?
Looking out of the window while writing this before I pop away for an extended
weekend in Suffolk, I see dry conditions, no wind and relatively warm to be without my pullover!!
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We have had a basic reminder about the Xmas dinner at The Anchor, Gt Barford
on Friday 1st December. Richard Warner and I circulated the menu so that everyone could have a good think in plenty of time. Please email me back with choices
soon. I have asked that those who won cups last year please to get in touch so that
we can plan the next awards. Many thanks—in advance!
We also have the AGM to announce. This will be Wednesday 13th December at
Moggerhanger Village Hall so, again, we have plenty of time to put on our thinking caps for any items to be included on the agenda. There will be another circular
soon to reminding for any proposals for officers and committee members.

ANOTHER PICNIC SEAT
The club would like to thank Steve Simpkins for the picnic bench he supplied to our field.

FIRST AID EQUIPMENT
Following the last committee meeting, I was asked to remind everybody that carrying a basic first aid kit in
you car is recommended. I know many new cars actually come with some basics and some members already
have something. At this juncture it is safe to say that Paul Careless, Roy Rogers, Richard Warner, and myself
do have such. It would be useful to know who else in the club has so it could be announced.

RUBBISH AT MACCA
I hope everyone has noticed that the trash heap has been cleared from the gateway and ditch. Rubbish breeds
rubbish so we hope that we will be able to keep things looking nice and tidy for all time.
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THE ANNUAL BBQ
As many know this was held Sunday Sept 3rd at Wilden. Not totally perfect weather but quite a lot of flying
with limited sunshine, but lots of eating and chatting. Around 25 members came and without a doubt you did
not see a miserable anywhere. We eventually got the cooker up and running in its gazebo/kitchen after sorting a
gas bottle anomaly.
Neil did a sterling job with burgers and sausages feeding the 5,000. Richard and others kept the tea brewing.
Many thanks to Sally for her fine assortment of cakes. We were spoilt.

A FEW PICS FROM THE BBQ
Bit of a rush this time and I will try and get some of the
other shots sorted for later.
Just a small caption for below and left. —
He did get to fly between burgers. . . .

